✽ Refreshments ▲
Since Las Vegas is essentially in the middle of a desert, it's important to keep
cool. Fortunately, the casino is air conditioned, but if that's not enough, the bar
offers over twenty varieties of frosty refreshments. Why don't you take a look at
their offerings?
[Note: this puzzle will require location-specific information, which may be subject to change. If you know
what information you are looking for, you might be able to request a printed copy from a nearby BAPHL
representative, but where's the fun in that?]
Beer
Johnny Quest Thinks We're Sellouts

Old Viscosity
Stars and Stripes
Autumn Blaze Fall Ale
Silk Porter
Young's Old Nick
Twelve Gauge Imperial Stout
Maharaja

Beer
Georgia Belgique
Little Rooster
Gooseberry
Mean Old Tom
Boston Common
Nirvana Nut Brown Ale
Old Ruffian Barley Wine
Evergreen Ale

Beer
Third Coast Old Ale
No, You're a Dort!
Pliny the Elder
Regal Lager
Non-Alcoholic
Arnold Palmer
Old Town Root Beer

1. One offering contains a palindromic substring that is exactly five letters long. Take the central letter
of that palindromic substring.
2. One offering contains the name of an animal in the Chinese zodiac. Take the third letter of that
animal.
3. One offering contains a written-out cardinal number. Take the first letter of that number.
4. One offering contains the name of a US state. Take the third letter of that state.
5. There is one letter that appears exactly once among all the names of the offerings. Take the first
letter of the word containing that letter.
6. One offering is named after a real, deceased individual. Take the letter which appears most
frequently in the name of that offering.
7. Two consecutive offerings on the menu each contain the name of a band; the first band is strongly
associated with New England and the second band is in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Take the
letter which is common to both bands' names.
8. One offering is named after a real, living individual. Take the first letter of the first name of that
individual.
9. One offering ends in an exclamation mark. Take the first letter of that offering.
10. Take the third letter of the word that appears most frequently in the offerings' names (as a complete
word, not a substring).
11. One offering is named after a wholly fictional television character. Take the first letter of the
character's first name.
12. One offering contains the name of a fabric. Take the next-to-last letter of the offering.
13. One offering has every letter in its name appearing exactly twice. Take the last letter of the offering.
14. One offering consists entirely of alternating consonants and vowels. Take the third consonant in the
offering's name.
15. One offering is a single word containing two doubled letters. Take the last letter of the offering.
16. One offering has a conjunction in its name, and its first and last letters are the same. Take the first
(or last) letter of the offering.
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